Purpose: Photon counting detectors (PCDs) are being introduced in advanced x-ray computed tomography (CT) scanners. From a single PCD-CT acquisition, multiple images can be reconstructed, each based on only a part of the original x-ray spectrum. In this study, we investigated whether PCD-CT can be used to estimate stopping power ratios (SPRs) for proton therapy treatment planning, both by comparing to other SPR methods proposed for single energy CT (SECT) and dual energy CT (DECT) as well as to experimental measurements. Methods: A previously developed DECT-based SPR estimation method was adapted to PCD-CT data, by adjusting the estimation equations to allow for more energy spectra. The method was calibrated directly on noisy data to increase the robustness toward image noise. The new PCD SPR estimation method was tested in theoretical calculations as well as in an experimental setup, using both four and two energy bin PCD-CT images, and through comparison to two other SPR methods proposed for SECT and DECT. These two methods were also evaluated on PCD-CT images, full spectrum (one-bin) or two-bin images, respectively. In a theoretical framework, we evaluated the effect of patient-specific tissue variations (density and elemental composition) and image noise on the SPR accuracy; the latter effect was assessed by applying three different noise levels (low, medium, and high noise). SPR estimates derived using real PCD-CT images were compared to experimentally measured SPRs in nine organic tissue samples, including fat, muscle, and bone tissues. Results: For the theoretical calculations, the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the SPR estimation was 0.1% for the new PCD method using both two and four energy bins, compared to 0.2% and 0.7% for the DECT-and SECT-based method, respectively. The PCD method was found to be very robust toward CT image noise, with a RMSE of 2.7% when high noise was added to the CT numbers. Introducing tissue variations, the RMSE only increased to 0.5%; even when adding high image noise to the changed tissues, the RMSE stayed within 3.1%. In the experimental measurements, the RMSE over the nine tissue samples was 0.8% when using two energy bins, and 1.0% for the four-bin images. Conclusions: In all tested cases, the new PCD method produced similar or better results than the SECT-and DECT-based methods, showing an overall improvement of the SPR accuracy. This study thus demonstrated that PCD-CT scans will be a qualified candidate for SPR estimations.
INTRODUCTION
Several recent studies have investigated how to improve stopping power ratio (SPR) estimations with the aim of improving the accuracy of CT-based dose calculations in proton therapy. These studies include investigations on how to perform a robust calibration of the conversion from CT numbers in conventional single-energy CT (SECT) to SPR, 1 the influence of beam hardening (BH), 2 the use of dual-energy CT (DECT), 3 as well as the use of proton CT. [4] [5] [6] It has been shown in several studies [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] that DECT gives more accurate SPR estimates than SECT using the stoichiometric method proposed by Schneider et al. 19 . In spite of that, concerns have been raised that DECT is more influenced by image noise than SECT. 20 Photon counting detectors (PCDs) can improve image quality and spatial resolution compared to energy-integrating detectors (EIDs) used in conventional SECT and DECT scanners. 21 Furthermore, PCDs have the ability to provide energy information, which allows for obtaining multiple CT images at different effective energies in a single CT acquisition. 22 Ideally, the energy bins for PCDs would be fully separated without spectral overlap. However, in real PCDs, this is not the case due to detrimental physical effects such as charge sharing, K-edge escape, and pulse pileup. 23 Lalonde and Bouchard, 24 Lalonde et al. 25 , and Shen et al. 26 have recently proposed new SPR methods for PCD-CT. Based on computer simulations or multiple regular SECT scans, all three studies found that the root-mean-square error (RMSE) for SPR estimation decreased when the number of energy bins increased. [24] [25] [26] In a previous study, we proposed a DECT-based SPR method which was constructed to be robust toward noise. 27 In the present study, we update this method to be applicable to PCD-CT images. This new method can be used for varying numbers of energy bins or energy spectra; it can thus also be applied for regular DECT images. The aim of this study was to explore the adaptation of this method to PCD-CT data and also to compare it to established SECT-and DECT-based SPR methods, in theoretical as well as experimental evaluations. These SECT-and DECT-based SPR methods will be evaluated on PCD-CT images using either the full energy spectrum (one-bin) images or the two-bin images.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A. PCD-CT scanner system
In this study, we used the Siemens SOMATOM CounT research PCD-CT system (Siemens Healthineers, Forchheim, Germany). 28, 29 This PCD-CT scanner can acquire either fourbin or two-bin PCD-CT images, which are denoted as Chess Mode and Macro Mode, due to the subpixel arrangements of the detector (see fig. 1B of Ref. [28] ). The x-ray tube of this CT scanner is the same as in the Siemens SOMATOM Definition Flash CT scanner. In this study, we used the 140 kVp x-ray spectrum without extra tin filtration, since this provided the broadest x-ray energy spectrum, whereby the energy bin thresholds could be more widely spread. We investigated both the Macro Mode (two energy bins) and the Chess Mode (four energy bins); the same computer code was used to produce both sets of results.
All CT scans/CT number computations used in this study were based on this PCD-CT scanner system. The SECT-and DECT-based SPR methods used in the comparisons were therefore based on Macro Mode acquisitions, reconstructed either based on the full energy spectrum (effectively one energy bin) or the two energy bins.
2.B. SPR estimation method
The PCD-CT-based SPR estimation method proposed in this study was based on the DECT-based SPR estimation method proposed by Taasti et al. 27 In the present study, the DECT-based SPR method was adapted to be used for multienergy CT images with different numbers of energy bins, including two energy bins or two full energy spectra as in regular DECT imaging. This new method will be denoted the PCD method.
As the method by Taasti et al., 27 this method is purely empirical. It was based on a Taylor expansion for the CT numbers and with no theoretical assumptions. However, even more freedom was given in this method, with the cost of more fitting parameters as the number of fitting parameters was allowed to increase with the number of energy bins. The hypothesis was that the more fitting parameters, the better the calibration could account for differences in the tissues. More fitting parameters were used for soft tissues, since more variation was found among this tissue group. The method was further updated by adding an extra equation specifically for lung tissues. The three SPR estimation equations we propose are:
Here, N bin is the number of energy bins (in this study, N bin ¼ 4 for Chess Mode and N bin ¼ 2 for Macro Mode). The x j -parameters are the fitting parameters, and u i is the socalled reduced CT number for energy bin i, to be defined in Eq. (4) below.
2.C. Calibration procedure
The calibration of this method is a three-step process. First, the effective energies for the used energy spectra were found based on CT scans of a calibration phantom with known elemental composition and density. These effective energies were then used to calculate CT numbers for a set of reference human tissues, denoted calibration tissues. Second, the calibration tissues were categorized as lung, soft tissue, or bone and a nearest neighbor classification model was fitted. Third, the fitting parameters for the SPR estimation equations [Eq. (1)] were found based on the calibration tissues.
The Gammex Cone-Beam Electron Density Phantom (Gammex, Inc., Middleton, WI) was used as calibration phantom in this study. This phantom is an updated version of the Gammex 467 CT electron density phantom. It contained 12 insert materials ranging from low-density lung to cortical bone; seven inserts were categorized as soft tissues and five as bone tissues. Specifications on the density and the elemental weight fractions were provided by the manufacturer.
As calibration tissues, we used the 71 reference human tissues from the Woodard and White publications. 30, 31 To this list, we added five extra lung tissues of density 0.20, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, and 0.45 g/cm 3 to cover inhale to exhale lung. These extra lung tissues had the same elemental composition as the original lung tissue. We also added teeth as described in ICRP Report 110. 32 In total, 77 tissues were used for the calibration.
2.C.1. Step 1: CT number estimation
Theoretical CT number calculation -for evaluation tissues: For the CT number calculation in the theoretical evaluations, we used the measured 140 kVp x-ray source energy spectrum of the Siemens SOMATOM Definition Flash and the detector response for the SOMATOM CounT PCD scanner provided by Siemens Healthineers. The x-ray energy spectrum was attenuated by 25 cm of water to simulate beam hardening through a patient and weighted by the detector response. The energy bin configuration was chosen to obtain an equal number of detected photons in each energy bin. The resulting detected energy spectra, S E;i , for each energy bin can be seen in Fig. 1 . The CT numbers, H i , were calculated theoretically:
where l and l w are the linear attenuation values for tissue and water, respectively. Here, 〈⋯〉 denotes averaging over the x-ray energy spectrum and the detector response function, given as:
here, q is the mass density, and x l is the weight fraction for element l in the material. The mass attenuation coefficients, ðl=qÞ l;E , for each energy, E, in steps of 1 keV, were taken from the XCOM database.
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CT number estimation: The CT numbers for the calibration tissues were calculated based on the effective energy for each energy bin. Two separate effective energies were found for each energy bin, one for soft (and lung) tissues and one for bone tissues. For each effective energy, a set of linear fitting parameters (A and B) was found using linear least squares (see also Refs. [27, 34] ). The effective energy was defined as the energy which maximized the coefficient of determination, R 2 , for the last part of the following equation:
E tg i;eff is the effective energy for each tissue group, tg, that is, for soft and bone tissues, and A tg i and B tg i are the corresponding fitting parameters. This fit was based on the CT numbers for the Gammex phantom (in the theoretical evaluation, the CT numbers (H i ) for the Gammex materials were calculated theoretically as described above).
To find E tg i;eff , we simply tested all energies in a range from 30 to 160 keV in steps of 1 keV to find the best fit. That is, E tg i;eff was chosen as the energy for which R 2 was largest. Moreover, the linear attenuation coefficient was again calculated based on the XCOM database, l insert ðEÞ ¼ q insert P l x l ðl=qÞ l;E . The accuracy of this CT numbers estimation was investigated both in theoretical and the experimental evaluation. In the theoretical evaluation, the RMSE for the calibration 
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Bin spectra: 140 kVp, 25 cm water [25, 50) Bin spectra: 140 kVp, 25 cm water [25, 67) tissues was between 0.004% and 0.024% for each energy bin in Chess and Macro mode. In the experimental evaluation, the CT number accuracy was evaluated for the Gammex inserts, see Table S1 .I in Data S1.
2.C.2. Step 2: tissue classification
The calibration tissues were categorized as lung, soft, or bone tissues based on their density and calcium content. Lung tissues were defined as tissues with a mass density below 0.6 g/cm 3 and an elemental weight fraction of calcium below 1.5%, soft tissues were defined as tissues with a mass density above 0.6 g/cm 3 and a calcium content below 1.5%, while bone tissues were defined as all tissues with a calcium content above 1.5%.
This tissue categorization resulted in six lung tissues for the calibration of Eq. (1a), 46 soft tissues for the calibration of Eq. (1b), and 25 bone tissues for the calibration of Eq. (1c).
The tissue categorization of unknown materials was based on the CT numbers for the material using a nearest neighbor classification 35 with three neighbors. All calculations in this study were performed using MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA), and this model was fitted using the fitcknn function. The model was fitted based on the CT numbers for either the calibration tissues or the calibration tissues with added noise (see Section 2.E.2 below), and in both cases supplemented by tissues with applied density or elemental composition variations (Section 2.E.3).
2.C.3. Step 3: Calibration of the SPR estimation equations
To find the fitting parameters x ¼ fx tg j g in Eq.
(1), a regularized least-squares optimization was performed using the lsqnonlin function on the following equation:
Here, N tg is the number of calibration tissues in tg, and N x;tg is the number of fitting parameters for tg while r is a residual term for the estimated SPR values. For lung tissues, an absolute residual term was used, rðxÞ ¼ SPR tg est;j ðxÞ À SPR theo; j , while a relative residual term was used for soft and bone tissues, rðxÞ ¼ ðSPR tg est; j ðxÞ À SPR theo;j Þ=SPR theo; j . k is a regularization parameter which was used to enhance stability of the fit; we used k ¼ 10 À2 . To increase the robustness of the method toward CT image noise, the method was also calibrated on noisy data, as suggested by Sietsma and Dow. 36 Noise was randomly sampled from a normal distribution and added to the CT numbers for the 77 calibration tissues. Both the noise-free CT numbers and 10,000 noise realizations of each tissue were included in the calibration; in total, 770,077 tissues were used for these calibrations. A large number of noise realizations were used to ensure low variability for the fitting parameters between different runs of the calibration process.
2.D. SPR estimation for unknown materials
In the SPR estimation process for an unknown material, the material was first categorized as lung, soft tissue, or bone tissue applying the nearest neighbor classification. After tissue classification, the reduced CT numbers, u i , were calculated from Eq. (4) based on the CT number, H i , for the material, and lastly, the SPR estimate was calculated from Eqs. (1a), (1b) or (1c). Any negative SPR estimate was set to zero.
2.E. Theoretical evaluation of the SPR estimation method
Only the original list of 71 tissues was used for theoretical evaluation of the SPR estimation, with the CT numbers calculated theoretically using Eqs. (2) and (3).
All results were compared to both a SPR method proposed for DECT by H€ unemohr et al., 8 and the stoichiometric method proposed for SECT by Schneider et al. 19 The stoichiometric method is considered a reference SPR method, since it is used clinically by many proton centers for treatment planning dose calculations. 37 The implementation of the H€ unemohr and the stoichiometric method is described in Data S1.
2.E.1. Evaluation of the calibration fit
The SPR methods were first tested on the 71 standard evaluation tissues (with no tissue changes or image noise added) to evaluate the consistency of the new PCD-CT-based method, and to test if the H€ unemohr and the stoichiometric methods were correctly implemented.
2.E.2. Image noise evaluation
To test the robustness of the PCD method toward CT image noise, noise sampled from a normal distribution was added to the theoretical CT numbers of the evaluation tissues. For each tissue, 5,000 noise realizations were added, resulting in 355,000 tissues used in the evaluation process.
The standard deviation of the image noise distribution for each energy bin depended on the number of energy bins, r bin ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi N bin p Á r FS , as in Lalonde et al. 25 . Here, subscript FS denotes the full spectrum. This was done to simulate the same total dose for each CT configuration (full spectrum (one-bin), two-bin, and four-bin). We used three different noise levels r FS = [10, 20, 40] HU. For the high noise level, this resulted in a standard deviation for the four-bin images of 80 HU, which was comparable to what was seen for real PCD-CT images.
For the calibration tissues, the standard deviation for the added noise was set to half the standard deviation used for the evaluation tissues. The fitting parameters used for the lung tissues [in Eq. (1)] were though always obtained from the noise-free calibration (see Data S1, Section S1).
2.E.3. Tissue variations
The performance of the SPR estimation for tissues differing from the calibration tissues was also tested by applying three tissue variations to the original evaluation tissues. For all tissues, the density was changed; for soft tissues (including lung tissues), the elemental weight fraction of hydrogen was changed relative to the carbon or the oxygen fraction, and for bone tissues, the calcium fraction was changed relative to the carbon or the oxygen fraction, similar to previous studies. 7, 27, 34 The percentage of change was randomly sampled from a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 2%. For each type of variation, 1,000 changes were applied, giving in total 213,000 tissues for this evaluation. For this evaluation, the fitting parameters from the noise-free calibration were used.
In a separate evaluation, noise was added to these changed tissues. The same three noise levels, as applied in the noise evaluation above, were used. For this evaluation, the noisy fitting parameters were used, but as before, for lung tissues, the noise-free fitting parameters were used. In this evaluation, 20 noise realizations were added to each changed evaluation tissue.
2.F. Experimental evaluation based on real PCD-CT scans of organic tissues
To evaluate the new PCD method experimentally, we used the proton pencil beam measurement data for organic tissues described in Taasti et al. 12 . PCD-CT scans were acquired of nine of the tissue samples 1 or 2 days after the proton measurements. The tissue samples included seven soft tissues contained in 5 9 5 9 8 cm 3 3D-printed plastic boxes, blood contained in a flask, and a beef femur cut into solid block, all preparation details can be found in Taasti et al. 12 . The tissue samples were submerged into a 35 cm water tank to simulate a patient geometry, one at a time, and CT scanned at 140 kVp. They were scanned using both Chess Mode with a threshold configuration of E th ¼ ½25; 45; 66; 84 keV, and Macro Mode, E th ¼ ½25; 65 keV. For both scan settings, we used a dose of CTDI vol;32cm ¼ 16:3 mGy (except for the blood and bone sample where CTDI vol;32cm ¼ 30:8 mGy). The SECT-based SPR estimation was performed on the full spectrum PCD-CT scans, denoted threshold low images, 28 based on the Macro Mode acquisition to have the highest dose efficiency, (see Section 4 and Ref. 28 ). The DECT-based method proposed by H€ unemohr et al. was performed on Macro Mode PCD-CT scans. All PCD-CT images acquired in this study were reconstructed with a D34 kernel, with bone beam hardening correction (BHC).
The PCD-CT scanner had a field of view (FOV) of 27.5 cm; therefore, the entire 35 cm water tank did not fit in the FOV. To avoid truncation artifacts, a data completion scan (DCS) was acquired using the EID subsystem. 21 The DCS scan had a FOV of 50 cm, which was large enough to encompass the water tank, and no artifacts were seen in the reconstructed PCD-CT images.
PCD-CT scans were acquired of the Gammex phantom using the same scan mode and threshold configurations as for the tissue samples. These scans were used to fit Eq. (4) to find E tg i;eff , A tg i and B tg i . To ensure the same BH effect as for the water tanks, the entire torso-shaped phantom was scanned (lateral dimension = 40 cm), but only the CT numbers for the inserts placed in the inner head-sized part of the phantom (diameter = 20 cm) were used in the calibration of the effective energies.
The fitting parameters and effective energies used in the experimental evaluation are listed in the Data S1, Tables S1.I, and S1.II.
The SPR estimates for the tissue samples were calculated pixel-by-pixel from Eq. (1) and the mean and standard deviation of the SPR were calculated over a square volumeof-interest (VOI) well within the tissue samples, covering multiple image slices. VOI sizes are stated in Table S1 .III in Data S1. Most tissues were found to be very homogeneous. 12 The SPR estimates were compared to measured SPR values, which were taken as the ground truth in this evaluation. The SPR values were measured in proton pencil beams with an energy of 185.2 MeV using a multilayer ionization chamber, further details on the experimental setup and uncertainty calculations for the SPR measurements were described by Taasti et al. 12 The noise added to the calibration tissues for the fitting procedure of Eq. (1) used for the tissue samples was based on half of the average of standard deviations for the CT numbers over the VOIs in the tissue samples' PCD-CT scans. For the four-bin images, the average noise level was rðHUÞ ¼ ½112; 111; 102; 80 HU, and for two-bin images, it was rðHUÞ ¼ ½41; 41 HU. r was divided by two. We found that adding only half the noise in the calibration improved the results for these experimental evaluations.
RESULTS
3.A. Theoretical calculations
3.A.1. Calibration fits
When no tissue change or image noise was added to the evaluation tissues, the RMSE (mean error) was 0.1% (0.0%) for the PCD method for both four and two bins, compared to 0.2% (À0.1%) for the H€ unemohr method and 0.7% (0.0%) for the stoichiometric method. This shows that all methods were appropriately implemented.
3.A.2. Noise evaluation
As expected, the RMSEs increased with the noise level ( Fig. 2 and Table I ), that is, the higher image noise added to the evaluation tissues, the higher SPR errors were seen. The errors for the H€ unemohr method were much larger than for the three other SPR methods (see Table I ).
The RMSE for the SPR estimates for each individual evaluation tissue followed the same trend using the PCD method with both four and two bins and using the stoichiometric method (Fig. 2) . In all cases, bone tissues were less affected by image noise than soft and lung tissues. For the highest noise level, the PCD method estimated the SPR of soft tissues better than the stoichiometric method. Note here that a higher noise was added to each bin for the two and four energy bins than for the full spectrum, as the total dose for each CT configuration was kept the same (by adjusting the standard deviation of the noise distributions, see Section 2.E.2).
At the highest noise level, the RMSE over all tissues was only 2.7% for the PCD method using both four and two bins. In contrast, the H€ unemohr method was found to be highly negatively impacted by image noise, and at the highest noise level, the RMSE for this method was 10.5%. An investigation of the effect of image noise on the H€ unemohr method is presented in Data S1, Section S.2.
3.A.3. Tissue variations
The stoichiometric method was found to be most sensitive to tissue variations. The RMSE for the SPR estimates of the changed tissues with no noise added was 1.5% using this method (Table II) . In contrast, for the PCD method, the RMSE was only 0.5% even though changes well above 4% were applied for some tissues, and still no bias was seen (mean error of around 0.0%, Table II ). The H€ unemohr method produced slightly better results in this evaluation, giving a RMSE of 0.4%.
After adding noise to the CT numbers for the changed evaluation tissues, the RMSEs again increased with the noise level (Fig. 3) . Larger RMSEs for the SPR estimates were seen than when no tissue changes were applied, but the RMSEs for the individual tissues were more alike (compare Figs. 2  and 3) . Again, the H€ unemohr method was found to be very sensitive to image noise (Table II) .
The absolute SPR errors corresponding to the results shown in Figs. 2 and 3 are shown in Fig. S4.A and S4 .B in Data S1. 
3.A.4. Tissue classification
We compared the tissue categorization estimated from the nearest neighbor classification to the theoretical categorization. For the unchanged tissues, misclassifications were only seen when adding the highest noise level (for one or six tissues for four and two bin, respectively). When changing the tissues, misclassification was seen for all noise levels, including no noise. However, at most 0.005% of the tissues were misclassified, corresponding to 219 (242) tissues, at the highest noise level for four (two) bins.
3.B. Experimental validation
In the experimental evaluation based on real organic tissue samples, the best results were seen for the PCD method using two-bin images and the stoichiometric method, which both gave a RMSE for the SPR estimates of 0.8% over the nine tissue samples (Table III) . The RMSE for the PCD method on four-bin images was slightly higher (RMSE = 1.0%), but still the SPR errors for four out of the nine tissue samples were within one standard deviation of the measured SPR (Fig. 4) .
The H€ unemohr method produced the largest errors, RMSE = 1.3%, however, the higher RMSE for this method was mainly dominated by the high relative SPR error for the femur bone sample of 3.2% (Fig. 4) .
DISCUSSION
In this study, we have proposed a new SPR estimation method for PCD-CT images independently of the number of energy bins. The method was investigated theoretically in different scenarios encountered in real CT scans, including simulation of imaging noise and tissue variations. Through comparison with SPR estimation methods proposed for SECT and DECT as well as experimental measurements, we have shown that the proposed method gave good results when an appropriate calibration method was applied. For all theoretical evaluations, the mean SPR errors were close to 0%, showing that the method was unbiased. The RMSEs were also small in all tested cases. The fitting error was RMSE = 0.1%, and in the medium noise case, the RMSE was 1.3% for the standard tissues and 2.1% for the changed tissues. For the theoretical evaluations, similar results were obtained for four and two energy bins. However, in the experimental evaluation, better results were seen for the two-bin images than for the four-bin images (Fig. 4) . For the four-bin PCD-CT scans, the threshold configuration was not optimal, since the noise was unevenly distributed between the energy bins (higher noise was found in bin 1 and 2 than in bin 3 and 4, Section 2.F). The energy bin thresholds were optimized based on a smaller phantom and reoptimization for an object of the same size as the water tank was not performed. This indicates a dependency of phantom size on the threshold configurations, and it also implies that separate calibrations would be needed for different patient sizes, for example, head vs body.
From Table S1 .I in Data S1, it is seen that our proposed CT number estimation method can result in effective energies higher than the maximal energy of the x-ray spectrum (E bone eff ¼ 158 keV for bin 4 of Chess Mode, for a 140 kVp x-ray source spectrum). This does not make physical sense, but no restrictions were imposed on the effective energies, as these should not be seen as mean energies of the x-ray spectrum, but rather the energy where the measured CT numbers and the estimated CT numbers matched the best. We tested several CT number estimation methods and found this new method based on two separate effective energies to perform the best (Table S5 .I, Data S1) which is the reason for using it despite this behavior.
As the reconstruction algorithm also influences the measured CT numbers, it would have been of interest to investigate different reconstruction algorithms, including reconstruction algorithms which did not include a bone BHC. This was unfortunately not done in this study, which is a limitation of the study. There might be a need for a more in-depth optimization of the BHC for the PCD-CT reconstruction based on acquisition-specific parametrization. This could potentially explain the high effective energy for bone tissues in bin 4, if the bone BHC algorithm overcorrected the actual BH seen in the individual energy bins. As energy bin 4 of Chess Mode is very narrow and has a high mean energy, not much BH would be expected and an overcorrection in the reconstruction could have been obtained. Note that this behavior of "unphysical" effective energies was not seen for the Macro Mode. It was also not seen when tested for regular DECT spectra. 18, 38 Furthermore, it should be noted that the effective energies are not directly used in the SPR estimation method, but they are only used to find the A and B fitting parameters of Eq. (4).
The nearest neighbor classification resulted in very few misclassifications. We therefore deemed that using a model based on only three nearest neighbors was sufficient.
For four energy bins, a total of 23 fitting parameters were needed for Eq. (1). For more energy bins (as can be obtained using, e.g., the PCD-CT scanner described by Persson et al. 39 ), it can be assumed that the fit will be more robust if energy bins are merged, for example, by averaging the CT numbers for two or more energy bins. It has been shown that the linear behavior of the stoichiometric method makes it very robust to noise. Especially for soft tissues, B€ ar et al. found the stoichiometric method to outperform DECT-based SPR methods in the case of high noise. 20 The PCD method, proposed in this study, had the same noise performance as the stoichiometric method, and for high noise, the PCD method even performed slightly better than the stoichiometric method for soft tissues (Fig. 2) .
A disadvantage of the SECT-based stoichiometric method is its inflexibility to tissue variations. 7, 27 In this study, a RMSE of 1.5% was obtained for the stoichiometric method when applying tissue changes but no noise. The DECT-based H€ unemohr method gave a RMSE of 0.4% (Table II) . This superiority of the H€ unemohr method was though lost when adding image noise (Tables I and II) . In contrast, the PCD method produced better or equal result, compared to the H€ unemohr and the stoichiometric method in all cases tested.
For the PCD method, it was found that calibrating on noisy data improved the robustness to noise. For the tissue samples, the noise in their PCD-CT images was directly measured. Furthermore, it could be speculated that, for a given scan protocol, the noise level would be the same for all patients of similar size, so the same set of fitting parameters could be used.
A high noise was seen in the PCD-CT images of the tissue samples. For the two-bin images, the noise level was $ 40 HU in each energy bin (Section 2.F). This could potentially explain the higher RMSE for the H€ unemohr method (Fig. 4) , as it was shown in the theoretical evaluations that noise had a large negative impact on this method. However, the method by H€ unemohr et al. was found to produce good results for DECT images in the study by Taasti et al. 12 This could potentially imply that SPR estimation based on this research prototype PCD-CT scanner could be improved, if the detector was further improved to reduce the noise levels.
In the experimental evaluation, we obtained a RMSE of 0.8% for the two-bin images. This result can be compared to the result for the H€ unemohr method (RMSE = 1.3%) as the same image data were used for these two SPR methods, showing favorable results with the new PCD method. Lower errors using the H€ unemohr method were found in our previous paper, where the RMSE were between 0.9% and 1.5% for the different DECT acquisition techniques evaluated. 12 This variation in the RMSEs shows that this SPR method is dependent on the CT energy spectra. Three further studies have evaluated DECT-based SPR estimation on fresh tissue samples. [13] [14] [15] It should be noted that the implementation of the H€ unemohr method used in this study is not identical to Siemens syngo.via Rho\Z software, as this commercial software includes a noise reduction step, and no noise reduction was included in this study. Furthermore, the used noise levels in this study are higher than typically seen in DECT scans.
Increasing the number of energy bins while keeping the dose constant will always increase the noise levels, since fewer photons will be detected in each energy bin. Moreover, for this particular detector design, only half of the subpixels were used for each of the energy bins in the four-bin mode, reducing the dose efficiency, 28 which leads to even higher noise levels. One strategy to compensate for this would be the application of spectral denoising techniques such as multienergy nonlocal means. 40 The motivation for this study was the clear theoretical advantages of PCDs which would make PCD-CT interesting for SPR estimation, as an alternative to DECT. Currently, six different acquisition strategies for DECT imaging exist, dual source, kVp-switching between projections, kVp-switching between gantry rotations, two consecutive scans, split-filter, and dual-layer detectors. 41 However, all of these techniques have different inherent disadvantages. 42 These include limited FOV, poor spectral separation, and susceptibility to motion artifacts. The FOV of the investigated PCD-CT scanner is even smaller than for the current dual source models; however, this is not an inherent limitation for PCD-CT scanners in general. The FOV could be extended by using a larger detector module. 43 The two latter limitations of DECT are not present in PCD-CT scanners, as the spectral separation, to some extent, can be optimized for the specific imaging task at hand by carefully choosing the energy bin thresholds. Motion artifacts cannot occur as energy binning takes place at the detector level, which is also the case for dual-layer detectors.
Further advantages of PCD-CT scanning compared to DECT scanning include the ability of PCDs to exclude electronic noise and that multienergy imaging can be achieved. 28 Also, PCDs and dual-layer detectors are the ideal candidates for projection-based methods, since the projections from the different energy bins/energy spectra are perfectly aligned and acquired without temporal separation, 44 which is not the case for any of the other DECT systems. Moreover, PCDs can provide a better contrast for high-Z materials, since they weight the energy spectrum by the photon counts instead of the photon energy, which is the case for EIDs in SECT and DECT scanners. 28 PCDs therefore have some technical advantages whereby PCD-CT scanners using two energy bins potentially could supersede DECT scanners and eliminate most of the inherent limitations for current DECT imaging.
The separation of the individual energy bin spectra for a PCD is not ideal, and for some energy bins, the overlap can be nearly complete. The optimal threshold levels will depend on the size and attenuation properties of the scanned object, but the optimal threshold settings can be approximated beforehand if the x-ray source spectrum and detector response are known. 45 Based on this study, we consider PCD-CT to be a qualified candidate for SPR estimation in proton therapy treatment planning. Nevertheless, the PCD-CT scanner technology is not fully mature although much research is going on in the field and we therefore foresee that this technology can be valuable to improve the accuracy of the SPR estimation and overcome some of the inherent limitations of current DECT scanners.
CONCLUSION
In the theoretical evaluations, the proposed PCD-CT-based SPR estimation method produced good results for all tested cases and was shown to be very robust toward CT image noise, with a RMSE of 2.7% in the high noise case. Low RMSEs were also obtained in the experimental measurements -the RMSEs were 1.0% and 0.8% for four and two bin PCD-CT scans, respectively.
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